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Inside this issue: 

I just  took a thorough look at the suggest-
ed changes to the AKC Obedience Regula-
tions, and I think several of them are perti-
nent and (IMHO) appropriate.  None are 
major changes, but several might make it a 
bit easier for  everyone.  Here are the ones 
that interest me, but there are several more 
that you may want to look at.  The Com-
mittee which reviewed all the submitted 
suggestions is in favor of the following 
concepts.   You can email AKC with your 
comments 

It is suggested that judges’ guidelines be 
moved to the sections of the Regulations in 
which they apply.  Also suggested is that 
provisional judges be added to the rule on 
exhibiting which says that judges may not 
handle dogs that are not owned or co-
owned by themselves or a family member. 

Next, comes the suggestion that Class 
Briefings (where applicable) be limited to 
10 minutes and that the time listed in the 
catalog indicate the start time for the brief-
ing with “class to follow”.  This might help 
people figure out more easily when to be at 
the ring.   

I’m not too clear on the section which 
deals with changes to Club options, etc.  
Maybe Janice Anthes can explain this more 
clearly at the next meeting or in the next 
newsletter. 

Under exhibiting, they are suggesting that 
exhibitors be allowed to steward in the 
same ring that they are showing in, not just 
table steward.  Gee, clubs have already 
been doing this when short on stewards.  
It’s a suggestion which I whole-heartedly 
support. 

Another biggie—Allow Club or AKC 
event clothing to be worn by anyone exhib-
iting a dog or by ring stewards.  Although 
titles could not be displayed, the person’s 

name, the dog’s call name and/or the dog’s 
picture could be on the clothing.  It does 
add that writing or graphics in poor taste or 
contain profanity are not allowed.  Also, it 
must not display any information that 
would be in conflict with a sponsor of the 
trial.  Now I’m not sure if that means Puri-
na, Eukanuba, etc. or other training clubs 
and such from the local area.  It could also 
be interpreted to disallow logos, etc. of 
local dealers as opposed to a dealer who 
might be actually sponsoring the trial.  
Food for thought. 

One I really like is that the regs be changed 
to allow deaf dogs to compete..  This is a 
logical change that has been long in com-
ing. 

Another logical one is to allow dogs to be 
picked up to take into or out of the ring.  
This should help those tiny dogs that could 
be indanger of anything from an attack to a 
large dog accidently stepping on them. 

Allow exhibitors to leave the ring at any 
time by politely informing the judge they 
are doing so.  The judg’s book would be 
marked, “handler left ring” and give the 
dog an NQ. 

For the heel free exercise, hand position 
would be changed to indicate:  “Hands 
must be held in a natural position; any po-
sition or movement of hands and/or arms 
that the judge considers an aid to the dog 
will be penalized.  This might stop those 
folks (and you’ve all seen them) who look 
like they have a tidbit in their fingers, etc. 

In Novice, it is suggested that the group 
exercise consist of just one stay exercise 
for one minute, either sit or down, to be 
designated by the judge.  All sits/downs 
would have the same exercise for all dogs 
in the class.  With this goes a welcome 
change that all exhibitors should check in 
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How to Contribute: 

SDOC’s newsletter 
“Scents & Nonscents” 
is published 11 times 

per year. 
Contributions are 

welcome at any time, 
provided they are in 
an electronic format 
(*.txt, *.doc, *.jpg, 

*.tiff) and received by 
the deadline. 

Send your items and 
ideas to the Editor. 

Laurel Drew 

873-1729 or 

ldgreys@yahoo.com 
 

Deadline for each 
issue is the 5.th of 

each month! 
 

Information is 
believed correct at 
the time of printing, 
however the Editor 
and staff bear no 
responsibility for 

errors or omissions. 

 

 The Editor is deeply 
indebted to Lisa 

Frankland for Co-
Editing,  and Allie 

Wimber for copying 
and mailing, and to 

Clinton Wolf for 
posting to the Club’s 

website. 

SDOC Class Schedules and Notes 

For full information concerning up-coming classes whether obedience or 
agility, please refer to the Sandia Dog Obedience Club website.  It is found 
at                              http://www.sdocnm.org                                                     
Call Betty Pearson at 898-2706 to sign up for classes.  
ALL TRAINERS MUST STILL SIGN UP FOR CLASSES, EVEN IF THEY ARE GETTING 

ONE FREE.  

Stewards Needed For Trial 

The Fall SDOC Obedience Trials will be held on Labor Day Weekend, August 30 to 
September 1, 2014.  For these trials to go smoothly, we need lots of stewards to assist 
the judges.  We will have 5 rings, including 1 Rally Ring.  The Trials, as usual, will 
be held at the Sheriff’s Posse Grounds, a very pleasant shaded facility.   

Estelle Metz, as Chief Steward, encourages everyone to sign up to help with 
stewarding.  Even if you are new to the Club, there are lots of rings where you can 
help.  Also, and ESPECIALLY, if you can help with the Rally ring, it is definitely 
needed.  This ring needs at least 4 stewards, and a couple more if possible.   

Remember, these trials are put on to benefit Club members as well as other obedience 
enthusiasts.  Please support your Club by assisting in any way possible, especially by 
stewarding.  Stewards can make or break a trial’s atmosphere.  Even if you plan to 
show, just helping out for an hour or two in one ring is a blessing.   

Contact Estelle Metz to sign up to help.  Her  phone is 898-0465, or email her at     
udcorgis@comcast.net.  And, Estelle says to remind everyone that there IS such a 
thing as a Free Lunch.  If you can help with set up, tear down, hospitality, etc.  Con-
tact Dora Cressy 898-4449 or Maggie Gee at 856-7907.  Trophies needed too!!! 

Don’t forget, Stewards will be needed for obedience 
rings at the Valencia KC shows in October as well.  
Please volunteer if you can.  It is not a large show, but 
it’s outdoors and lots of fun.  Contact Laurel Drew at 
ldgreys@yahoo.com  
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Newsnotes From the Neighborhood 
Your Editor 

Training Year 
(per the SDOC 

Training 
Regulations) 

For these 
purposes, the 

training year will 
be from 

December 1 to 
November 30 of 

the following 
year. The total 
hours of any 
class which 
begins on or 

before December 
1 will be credited 
to the following 
training year. 

SDOC 

WEBSITE 

ADDRESS 

IS 

www.sdocnm.org 

 

Be Sure to 
Check the Web-
site for complete 

class infor-
mation , class 

applications  and 
special updates. 

Our Summer Fun Matches are coming up on August 23 and 24, just one week ahead of 
our Obedience Trials.  Agility will be held on Saturday and obedience on Sunday.  Help 
in the form of stewards, judges, set up and tear down people, etc. is needed both 
days.  On Sunday, the Match Chair is Jeanne Gill who can be reached at jean-
negill@comcast.net.  You can also contact Donna and Jerry Faulkner at dfaulk-
ner121@comcast.net.  To help with the Agilty Match, contact Phyllis Collier at ken-
phylcollier@msn.com.  Any help is gratefully accepted.  Something to note here:  THIS 
PROVIDES EXCELLENT TRAINING FOR NEW MEMBERS WHO WANT TO HELP AT OUR 
FALL TRIALS THE NEXT WEEKEND!  COME AND LEARN!!!  Match entry forms are now 
available for both matches on our website:  www.sandiadogoc.com 
 
Don’t forget.  We need trophy donations for the Fall Trials.  Contact Jeff or Cathy Robb to sponsor 
a trophy or sign up for the Supporter’s Page.  Contact them at: jeffreym.robb@q.com or 345-
9681. 

For those of you who are training for Nosework, there will be an Odor Recognition Test to be held 
on October 12 in Los Alamos.  All three odors—birch, anise, clove– - will be tested.  Premiums are 
now available from Leslie Sherman.  Her e-mail address is:  l.a.nosework@gmail.com.  You may 
request them from her now, but entries will not be accepted before August 18.  She also needs 
volunteers to help put on the Test. 
 
An all levels Rally class will be held starting Thursday, September 11 at 6:15 p.m.  
Jeanne Gill and Richard Irland will be the trainers.  You must fill out an application 
which is available on the website.  Each session will have instruction followed by a 
short practice course.   
 
The United Kennel Club will officially begin holding Nosework trials after January 15, 2015.  Rules 
and further information will be posted on the UKC website as it becomes available. 
 
It is with a sad heart that Nanci Olson reports that her English Springer Spaniel, Molly 
(Denvonshire’s Moll Star UD, VER, RAE, AX, MXJ, MXB, OF, CGC, AD) went to the Rainbow Bridge 
on August 7.  Molly was born December 2, 2001.  Our condolences to Nanci, Sue and Riley. 

Many of you already know about the problems with our front and possibly other doors. 
We’re in the process of fixing. In the meantime, please READ and HEED the signs on 
the front door. Don’t use it coming OR going. The front door will still allow you to 
make an emergency exit. But it had better be a true emergency, like the building catch-
ing fire. Otherwise, leave the fricking thing alone. John, OTD 



To register for 
any Agility 

class, contact: 
Bill Chambers 

wfchambers39@
gmail.com  

Or 281-5187 
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To register for 
any Obedience 
class, contact: 

Betty Pearson 

At 898-2706 

 

REMINDER: 

Drills cost $7 
per dog per 

session. 

Happy Heeling 
By John Clendenin, OTD 

REPORT LEAKS 
In late July, we noted what appeared to be a roof leak, with a plastic waste 
basket with a bit of water left on the south side of the training room. If you 
find a leak, contact me or Len Stans and we’ll look into it, or up to it. Don’t 
just leave a waste basket and hope that someone discovers it. Len and I went up 
on the roof and found nothing amiss, though a little preventive maintenance 
will eventually be needed. A subsequent heavy rain revealed no leaks, including 
the alleged original one. So we’re good, for now. Happy monsoon! 
 
SECURITY FAILURE 
Also in late July, someone left a paper bag on top of the hard drive that runs 
(and actually is) our security system. To protect itself from overheating, the 
drive shut down. We unplugged it to let it cool, then restarted successfully. 
So our system’s back up. Now there’s a note taped to the drive to never put 
anything on it. If you want security, you’ll read and heed that sign. If you 
don’t want security, place something on the drive, eventually it really will 
overheat, and we’ll send you a bill for $1,000. Or more, if the building catch-
es fire. 
 
FALL IN !!! 
We’ve had a fairly successful summer. We launched a few classes. At first, Bet-
ty Pearson and I were scratching our heads about this downturn, which proved 
not to be a downturn at all. It’s just that the summer of 2013 was so very busy 
that we forgot to take into account the usual pattern: the summer doldrums. 
 
But we expect this fall to take it’s usual dramatic upturn. We expect to have 
to schedule a big bunch to meet demand. Now, that’s typical of fall. 
 
STATS THUS FAR 
So far this calendar year, we’re a bit down as to the number of classes. We’ve 
graduated or scheduled 12 Basic Novice classes. We’ll schedule one or two more 
by year’s end. That’s normal. 
 
Demand for Puppy classes is down, with just 8, so we expect the year to be down 
for KPT, even with the scheduling of one or two more by the close of calendar 
2014. This leads me to conclude that dogs have stopped reproducing, much like 
people in the U.S., Europe and Japan. 
 
KIM BANALES 
Congratulations to Kim Banales on her promotion to Basic Novice Obedience In-
structor. Kim worked so hard to make her promotion happen so fast. Most of you 
know Kim for her Conformation classes and other dog sports. My thanks to the 
Obedience Training Committee (Toi, Catherine and Julie) for their support in 
the effort to move Kim up the ladder.  
 
JEANNE GILL 
Jeanne Gill is now a full-fledged, for-real Rally Instructor. CONGRATS, JEANNE! 
She’s been moving on up for the past 3 years, assisting in every class and just 
about every drill. Our Rally program is even stronger with Jeanne’s promotion. 
Jeanne’s already agreed to take over Sunday Rally Drill and will teach, with 
Instructor Richard Irland, a Rally class in September. 
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Join SDOC’s 

YAHOO! group: 
SandiaDogOC
@yahoogroups

.com  
Contact 

Rosemary Burtch 
at 

rosybee@earthli
nk.net with 
questions 

July General Meeting Minutes 
By Amy Hendrickson, Secretary 

The General Meeting of July 22, 2014 was held at SDOC at 7050 San Pedro in Albuquer-
que. The meeting was called to order at 7:05 by president Jeff Robb. Present were Karen 
Provine, Amy Hendrickson, Estelle Metz, Betty Pearson, Terri Brown, Pam Sehmer, and Obe-
dience Director John Clendenin. Absent were Michele Lommasson, Gloria Napper-Owen, 
Tracking Director Leslie Swisher, and Agility Co-Directors Barbara Petersen and Peggy Chan-
dler. 
President’s Report Jeff Potter  continues to do well. Send him an E-mail! Elections for the 
board are coming up quickly. The nominating committee is headed up by Betty Pearson, please 
give her your support if you are contacted! The Fall Obedience Trial is fast approaching, the 
trophy sign up sheet is available, or contact Jeff or Cathy Robb if you are interested in sponsor-
ing a trophy (or two). 
Vice President’s Report Please sign in for  attendance at the meeting. 
Recording Secretary Nothing at this time 
Corresponding Secretary AKC invites us to host a “meet the breed” in December in Orlan-
do, Fl. I’ll refer this to our Breed instructors. The Judge’s panel for the VST event of Nov. 
30,2014 is approved. The event is not approved pending fees in the amount of $25.00. Fees are 
also pending for $25.00 for the TDX to be held March 8,2015. Responsible Dog Ownership 
Days 2014 has been approved. We will have a table at our fun match or Fall trials. We have 
brochures, etc., available for any event in the office. A volunteer is needed to man the table. A 
motion was passed by the board at the last meeting to raise the entry fees to be in line with oth-
er local clubs. This applies to obedience and rally. The fees will be $29.00 and a second entry 
will be $24.00. Stewards are also needed for the upcoming Obedience Trial. Contact Estelle if 
you are interested. 
Treasurer’s Report Given and on file. 
Board member Terri Brown reminds all SDOC members that Albuquerque the Magazine 
is doing their annual “Best of Albuquerque” opinion poll. Please go to their website and vote 
for SDOC!! If you could mention this in your classes that would also be helpful. 
Tracking Director’s Report Absent 
Obedience Director’s Report Kim Banales has been approved for  Instructor  for  Basic 
Novice. Jeanne Gill has been approved for Rally Instructor. Congratulations! 
Agility Director’s Report The Gerry Brown Seminar  will be held 9/26,27,28. He will offer  
a ½ day session for young dogs. This will be possibly Mon. morning and will be for dogs 6 
months and older. Pat Sayles has been approved for Assistant Instructor. We also need stew-
ards for our Fall trial and our fun match. 
Old Business None 
New Business None 
Membership Readings this month are Sylvia Feeney is here for her first reading. Michele Beck-
nell is here for her second reading and was voted in for membership. Congratulations! 
Send all brags in to Laurel Drew for inclusion in the newsletter. 
Thanks to all who brought things for Hospitality this month. Remember you do not have to 
bring everything, just coordinate efforts. 
Meeting adjourned @ 7:27. 
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To order SDOC 
t-shirts and 
sweatshirts, 

contact Estelle 
Metz 

Stay warm or 
be cool, in 

style! 

The Prez Sez! 
By Jeff Robb 

July was kind of laid back for many of us, though there was the Renata van Allen 
Seminar. As always Renata gave us a good experience, mixing insight, training 
tips, problem solving and her very personable style. 
 
It's August and things are starting to get busy. We have both our Agility and Obe-
dience Fun Matches this month. Please contact the Fun Match Chairs and offer to 
help (Jeanne Gill and Jerry & Donna Faulkner for Obedience and Phyllis Collier for 
the Agility match). We always need help setting up and packing up for the match-
es. These are the only fun matches this month so be sure to take advantage of 
them to get ready for the Fall Trials. 
 
Speaking of the Trials, They are coming up quickly as well – Obedience over the 
Labor Day weekend and Agility mid-September. The Chairs are Dora Cressey 
(Obedience) and Melanie Mead (Agility). Please contact them and volunteer, even 
if only for an hour or 2. Again, always need help setting up and packing up after 
the Trial. Hoping for good runs for everyone. 
 
The Agility Seminar (by Gerry Brown) is happening the end of September – I hear 
that he is excellent and urge all levels of Agility participants to sign up. Now that 
the Obedience Seminar is done, we need to be thinking about a presenter for 
next year's Obedience Seminar. If you have suggestions and/or are willing to help 
with the seminar please contact me (email ; jeffreym.robb@verizon.net or 345-
9681). 
 
Also, it's time to think about the election of next years officers/board members. 
Betty Pearson is organizing the Nominating committee. If you are willing to serve 
in one of the positions, or know someone who is willing, please contact Betty. 
 
Finally, congratulations to members of our training staff who have been recently 
promoted: Kim Banales (Obedience), Jeanne Gill (Rally) and Pat Sayles (Agility). 
Folks like these are the life blood of our Training Program and our revenue 
stream. Congratulations and thank you. Jacque Obermeyer is going to be moving 
to Oregon next month. Thank you for all you've done for our Rally Program 
Jacque!! You will be missed. 



 
Has your dog 
accomplished 

something 
new? E-mail all 
the details to 
the Editor. 

AND—if there’s 
a “CH” or “X” 
anywhere in 

that title, please 
include a 

picture of your 
dog! 
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A Tribute To Sparks 
By Janice Anthes 

      5/29/2003 to 6/11/2014 
    Ch. Jazz’D Let the Sparks Fly 
      CDX, RE, MX, MXJ, XF, THD 
 
 
 
             

It is with a very sad heart I write about a very special Flat-Coat.  I have  so 
many wonderful memories.  He  started conformation in 2004 at the 
 Vallejo FCRSA Specialty where he would not behave.  He wanted to see all the 
 girls and imagine my shock when the judge awarded him first place in the 9- 
12 Puppy class.  Only fitting that he finished his conformation career with a  
second place in Albany  in this year’s Specialty  in the 11+ class. 
 
He was about seven when I discovered his life’s mission, and that was to bring 
 joy to kids who had little.  Every week he visited children at the local Chil 
dren’s Psychiatric Hospital  He’d see two kids, each of them getting their own 
 30 minutes of Flat-Coat love and play.  He’d start crying in his crate with ex 
citement when I pulled into the hospital parking lot.  He’d grab a toy and in  
we’d go to meet up with a therapist and go through the offices where he’d ig 
nore all the adults, as he’d scan the area for  his first kid of the day!   The  
amazing thing is how different he was with different children, adapting to their 
 needs.  He loved the children and they loved him.  He is greatly missed. 
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Officers, Board of Directors & Others  2014 
Members of the Board:  
Officers: 
President:  Jeff Robb 
Vice President: Karen Provine 
Treasurer: Betty Pearson 
Corresponding Secretary: Estelle Metz 
Recording Secretary: Amy Hendrick-
son 
Board of Directors:  Pam Sehmer, 
Michele Lommasson, Gloria Napper-
Owen, Terri Brown 

Ongoing Programs:  
Obedience Director: John Clendenin 
Agility Director:  Peggy Chandler & 
Barb Peterson 
Tracking Director:  Leslie Swisher 
Editor: Laurel Drew 
Production Staff: Lisa Frankland, Allie 
Wimber and Peggy Chandler 
Web Wizard: Clint Wolf 
 

Thank you one and all! 

 Barb Peterson 
and  Peggy 
Chandler, 

Agility Directors 
can be reached 

at  
AgilityDirector@ 

SDOCNM.org 
Or 

bep2003@aol.c
or 

266-6429 

Brags, Brags and More Brags 
Any venue, any breed 

 I’m please to report that Pip (Chesapeake) achieved her “Novice Freestyle Dog” title from the Musi-
cal Dog Sports Association in a video competition. Her sister Kobashi (Alaskan Malamute) got her 
first qualifying leg towards the same title in the same event.  
Jinkle 

 Clint Wolf reports that at the July Cloudcroft agility trial, Kaia earned her 10th Master’s level Triple 
Q, finishing her TQX. 

 Clint also says that in the spirit of sibling rivalry, and at only her 2nd trial, little Skyler put on a show 
too, getting her first perfect trial (6 out of 6 rounds) and earning her NA, NAJ, and NF titles.  She 
also earned 2 legs at the Open level and was the only dog to qualify in Open FAST.  She won 4 firsts 
and 2 seconds in all. 

 At the July 19/20 WCFO Freestyle competition in Denver, Pam Jones 
and Sandy Golden did 4 routines, got 4 legs and 4 first places.  They got  
2 Perfect Dance Partner legs, 2 Advanced Heelwork to Music legs and 
finished their Advanced HTM title.  They received awards for highest 
Technical and Artistic scores overall and for Highest Scores in HTM.  
They also received the award for Most Beautifully Danced Routine!! 

 Somehow we managed to miss Marcia Sullivan’s great news that KO-
KO Siberian Husky finished her Grand Championship on Mother’s Day 
at our local shows. 

 

YOUR BRAG COULD BE HERE!!! 
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SDOC Board 
Meetings are 
held on the 

Tuesday prior 
to General 

Membership 
meetings at the 
SDOC Training 

Building. 
Minutes are 
available for 
review by 

contacting the 
Recording 

Secretary at 
dobiedudes@m

sn.com or at 
any General 
Membership 

meeting. 

Want to become 
a member? Get 
an application in 
the lobby at the 
Club building, or 
download from 
the SDOC web 

site! 

The Renata Van Allen Seminar was again a great success although I received only a couple com-
ments and no report from anyone.  Here are a few pictures from the seminar. 

 

Renata Van Allen Seminar 
By Maggie Gee 

 
Seminar 

Participants 

Renata with student 

Renata Van Allen presenting 
one of her ideas to attendees. 
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DOUBLE 

Q 

It’s said in the dog world that “you never know what dog will show up that day.”  So true and this pertains to the handler 
as well.  Did we have a bad day at work or allergies acting up?  I know it affects me.   

I go to Laura Echeverria’s Monday night Master’s Handling Class and right before the last SWAT trial, she gave us a 
handout that has resonated with me.  Thanks to Laura for giving me permission to share this with you. 

“In honor of Jeff Potter and in honor of Pam Smith’s “Beckett”, I challenge each of you to change your agility mindset 
for this weekend.  Rather than focus on getting Qs or finishing titles, I challenge you to focus this weekend on this: 

 It is a privilege to test my abilities and my training against the judges’ courses this weekend; 

 I am lucky to be healthy enough and fit enough to participate in this crazy sport; 

 I am lucky that my dog is healthy enough and fit enough to play in this crazy sport with me; 

 I am bless with friends, human and canine, with whom I enjoy spending this fun weekend of agility; 

So, this weekend please make a conscious effort to count your blessings and jump for joy” 

That weekend, Jake and I had flashes of brilliance and a lot on NQs but you know what, I didn’t really care.  We were 
having fun and isn’t that what it’s all about! 

 

SDOC Agility Fun Match The Agility Fun Match is on Aug 23 at the Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Posse on north Second 
Street and its getting pretty full.  There is still plenty of room for YOU.  If you haven’t gotten your entry form in yet, 
hurry, hurry.  The form is on the SDOC website on the Forms & Premiums page or thanks to Clint Wolf, webmaster, it is 
posted on the SDOC home page. 

Gerry Brown Seminar Nationally renown handler and teacher, Gerry Brown, will be in town for a seminar September 
26th - 28th at SDOC. The flyer and sign up forms are available on the Forms & Premiums page of the SDOC website 
and is also on the SDOC home page.  

SDOC Fall Agility Trial The trial opened Aug 5 for entries.  Have you mailed yours in yet?  The trial will be held Sept 
19 – 21 at the Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Posse (the same place as the Fun Match, hint hint).  Entries close Sept 5.  The 
premium and sign up forms are available on the Forms & Premium page of the SDOC website. 

Last Thoughts:  Good luck to all SDOC members trialing in the SDOC Obedience Trial on Aug 30 – Sept 1 at Expo NM 
and the SDOC Agility Trial Sept 19 -21.   

Go SDOC! 
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for sits/downs as soon as they finish the individual exercises and that dogs which had already flunked would not return 
for the group exercise.  Another item is to require leashes to be left on the dogs during the group exercise.  Also, judges 
would be allowed to either hold the group exercises after a certain number of dogs have shown as is done now, or to 
judge all dogs at the end of the class so that the groups could be more evenly divided.  

At the Open level, there are also several suggested changes.  Allow the broad jump exercise to be performed from either 
side of the jump at the judge’s discretion. Also suggested is that there be one 3 minute stay exercise, either sit or down.  
The other suggestions about leaving leashes on, when to hold the group exercises in a large class, and  allow dogs that 
have qualified to have the option to return for sits and downs.  I’m not at all sure that I agree with this.  How can an exer-
cise as important as a sit or down be optional.  The omitted second group exercise would be replaced by an Open Stand 
for Exam.  Lastly, they suggest that excused dogs count toward OTCH points.   

In Utility, the major changes I see apply to the scent discrimination and directed retrieve exercises.  The major one that I 
see is to allow the handlers the option of supplying two different types of sets of articles from three allowable types of 
articles:  wood, metal and leather.  This means that if you have a dog like mine that HATES! The metal articles, they 
could be trained using wood and leather instead.  Yippee!  Another suggestion is that handlers not be allowed to pet their 
dog while scenting the article.  State that the dog will be sitting to begin this exercise and clarify when the scoring of the 
exercise begins.  Is it when you begin to turn or when you actually say fetch?   

For the Directed Retrieve, the suggestings are that a substantial penalty be giving if the direction not given simultaneous-
ly or immediately following the judge’s command to send the dog.  At least that is what I think it means.  Janice, a word 
here, please?!  Also, a substantial penalty is suggested for a dog that does not go directly to the article.  Lastly, a dog re-
trieving the wrong glove is given an NQ. 

For Beginner Novice, there are several changes.  First, dogs with a CD, PCD or less will be eligible for this class.  No 
Open or Utility dogs need apply.  The walk through time would be shortened to 10 minutes.  On the sit stay, only one 
command to stay is allowed.  Additional commands would receive a substantial penalty.  They want to revise recall scor-
ing to indicate how many commands/signals are allowed and when and indicate that handles cannot be used as an aid 
(for instance to help the dog come in straight.  Make it clear what the handlers should dog with the leash for the recall.  
For a run-off, the dog and handler would perform the Heel on Leash just as it was performed at the beginning. 

Graduate Novice seems to have no major changes, just a little cleanup of the language. 

For Graduate Open, they wish to require a minimum of 10 feet for the handler to go away from the dog for the signals.  
They may only iindicate the TYPE of article to retrieve in the scent discrimination test.  On the go-out, the handler must 
stand no closer than the center of the ring..  Also, the order of exercises would be changed slightly which really shouldn’t 
be a problem, at least im my book. 

Lastly, all “Pre” classes would be changed to “Preferred” classes to indicate handlers who prefer to use an alternative 
titling path in which no group exercises are required, and jumps are only one half of the dog’s  height at the shoulder.  
They also suggest a PUDX for which the dog must receive qualifying scores in both P-Open and P-Utility at 10 separate  
trials.  This would mean that the dogs would perform the same 6 mixed ordeer of exercises as are required in regular 
classes.  The only changes would be that there would be no group exercises (Open) and jumps would be half the height 
of the dog (Open and Utility).  This would allow more dogs with bad hips or other problems to compete at a level com-
fortable for them.  I’m not so sure about this one but would love to hear others thoughts.   

The plan is also to combine the tables for OTCH points so that the same points would be given for both classes.  If you 
are interested in how this would affect you, the tables are also available in this document.  Lastly, Sub-Novice, Interna-
tional and Advanced  Teamwork classes be removed.  They probably aren’t pulling enough entries.   

That hits the major high points!  There are a few other detail changes, but I’d suggest that everyone read the document.  
Just remember that these are suggestions presented to the AKC by the Obedience Regulations Committee and that not all 
will be implemented.  If you have an opinion on these changes, contact AKC with your reasons or ideas for either imple-
menting or not implementing these suggestions. 
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Upcoming Club Meetings 
More details... 

Future General Membership Meetings (in 
the SDOC training building) - always at 
7:00 p.m.  
August 29 
September 26 
October 31  (Halloween Party) 
November 21 
December 19  Christmas Party 
January 30 
February 27 
March 27 

F uture Board Meetings (in the Office at 
the SDOC training building) - always 
at 6:30 p.m. 

August 26 
September 23 
October 28 
November 18 
December 16 
January  27 
February 24 
March 24 

Remember: see http://calendar.yahoo.com/sdoc_events for local events. 


